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Background: The employment of people with intellectual disabilities is increasingly

significant in today’s working environment. Due to the demographic change the

industrialized countries face a labor shortage. To respond to this challenge it is important

to include groups of employed persons, which have been rather neglected so far, into the

labor market equally and to a greater extent.

Objectives: The overall goal of the project iBaMs–Barrier-Reduced Machines in

Innovative Interaction–was to improve the control panels of computer-controlled

machines so that the involvement level of employees with intellectual disabilities in

working life may be raised by enabling them to perform more demanding task and take

on more responsibility. Furthermore, if employees can more easily operate the machines,

the efficiency of the work site may be increased, because the team leaders, who are at the

moment performing a lot of tasks on the machines, can have relief from some tasks and

can perform other ones. However, before a control panel that can realize these goals in

the long-run can be developed, the one-year iBaMs project was aimed at both identifying

relevant skill profiles of the employees and indicators that characterize control panels and

to find the best solution for the allocation of user’s abilities to (sub)optimal control panels

(Wiesner-Steiner et al. 2014).

Methods: To identify the skill profiles a participatory research design was chosen which

intends to involve all target groups–in the case of iBaMs employees with intellectual

disabilities and trained staff who take care of and instruct the employees. We started by

conducting interviews with the trained staff and employees with intellectual disabilities.

Parallel to the interviews we observed the work flow in the facility. Then, two workshops

were conducted to explore the user’s perspective and skill profiles of employees with

intellectual disabilities. Because empirical research activities in the field of work and

technique for employees with intellectual disabilities are scarce and because persons with

intellectual disabilities are a target group which is difficult to approach, creative methods

and applications for Tablets PCs were developed and adapted to the target group

particularly for this research project to test the preferences and abilities of the employees.

The aim of the third workshop with trained staff of the project partner and experts was to

reflect the results regarding the user perspective and skill profiles we received from the

interviews and previous workshops. Furthermore, it was discussed how a control panel

can be best designed to meet the user’s requirements and skills.

To provide the transferability to other people, other employers and a wide range of users,

indicators have to be identified and introduced that characterize the control panels as well

as ones that describe the abilities of the employees. These two sets of indicators have to

be summed up in a multi-indicator system (MIS; Brüggemann and Patil, 2011),

respectively. Partial-order methods allow a flexible analysis of these MIS. Here, no
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subjective weighting is applied and the result–a partial order ranking–can be illustrated by

a Hasse diagram which is generally neither linear nor does it have the structure of graph-

theoretic trees (as in strictly hierarchical structures). For this reason, it is considerably

more flexible than hierarchical structures. In the context of iBaMs it is crucial that

optimal control panels are identified and, if surrounding conditions require this, that

suboptimal control panels can be identified as well. This is for example the case, if

additional information should be considered, which cannot be expressed or quantified as

indicators. The flexibility of the hierarchical approach makes it possible to consider such

criteria, e.g., economical restrictions, through the concept of partial ordering. Once the

(sub)optimal control panels have been found, it is essential to find the best solution for

the allocation of user’s abilities to the control panels. This matching problem can be

solved by means of the Copeland approach. But before the Copeland approach can be

applied a qualitative concept has to be developed which indicators to characterize the

control panels fit to which indicators to describe the skill profiles.

Results: Extended skill profiles were developed that for the first time determine abilities

like motor skills, patience, learning process as well as preferences for colours, shapes,

icons, size and visible and invisible support for employees with intellectual disabilities in

using display technology. We identified ten relevant abilities, which were described by 21

indicators, for operating a control panel and for the intended prototype development in a

follow-up project. The outlined procedure to match user’s abilities to (sub)optimal control

panels can be conducted by the software PyHasse (Bruggemann et al. 2014). PyHasse

comprises more than 100 modules and in the context of iBaMs the matching module was

developed. By means of these extended skill profiles, we have demonstrated the general

applicability of PyHasse modelling for the selection of an optimal control panel under

consideration of its economic efficiency.

Conclusions: The results of iBaMs ensure that the development of control panel

prototypes does not depend on the randomness of the user group, but rather creates a

generalized basis. These results are gained in the context of the extended skill profiles,

the formulation of abilities and skills concerning the operation of display technology, and

the integration of PyHasse modelling. The iBaMs project was scheduled for one year and

was intended to prepare for a three year follow-up project in which the specifics of

control panels can be developed. It is planned to apply PyHasse modelling in future

projects for selecting the optimal prototype concept, because control panels can be ranked

mathematically in a heterarchy by the analysis of partial orderings. In this way,

statements regarding efficiency can be expressed not only for one, but for a variety of

display solutions.
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